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A general convergence theorem for semigroups of nonlinear operators in a 
general Banach space is proved. It is then applied to obtain an approximation 
theorem for such semigroups. These results extend the previously known 
results for semigroups of linear operators in Banach space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space with norm j j. If S is a nonvoid subset 
of X we define 11 S 11 = inf{l x I; x E S>. A subset A of X x X is in 
the class d(w), w >, 0 if for each 0 < h < w-l and [xi , yi] E A, 
i= 1,2wehave 
I(% + AYI) - (x2 + hY,)l 3 (1 - hw)l Xl - x2 I. 
A is called accretive if A E d(0). 
U-1) 
Consider the following initial-value problem 
$+Au30 a.e. on (0, +co), u(0) = x, U-2) 
where A E d(w). A f unction u(t) defined on [0, + 00) with values in X 
is a solution of (1.2) if u(t) is absolutely continuous in t, u(t) is different- 
iable a.e. on (0, + CD), u(t) E D(A) a.e. on (0, + co) and u satisfies (1.2). 
If (1.2) has a solution, it is unique; this is a simple consequence of 
A E d(w). If (1.2) h as a solution u(t) for every x E D(A), we define 
S(t)x = u(t). S(t) is a continuous operator on D(A) and extending 
it by continuity to D(A) we obtain a family {S(t), t 3 0} of operators ~ ~ 
S(t) : D(A) -+ D(A) satisfying 
S(0) = I, qt + s) = S(t) * S(s) 
63 
for t, s > 0. (1.3) 
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lj+n$ S(t) x = x for xED(A) (l-4) 
I S(t) 3 - S(t) Y I ,< ewt I x - y I for t 3 0, x, y E D(A). (1.5) 
Such a family is called a semigroup of type w on D(A). Concerning the 
existence of a solution of (1.2) for every x E D(A), many sufficient 
conditions are known; see e.g. [2, 3, 7, 8, 121, and their bibliographies. 
Recently, Crandall and Liggett [S] have proved the following 
THEOREM I. If A E d(w) and R(I + hA) 3 D(A) for every 
0 < X < A, , then 
,'jE (I + ; Aj-n x = S(t) x (1.6) 
exists for every x E D(A), t > 0 and the limit is a semigroup of type 
w on D(A). 
The semigroup S(t) defined by (1.6) can be considered as a 
“generalized solution” of (I .2); this follows from a result of Brezis and 
Pazy [2]. 
THEOREM II. Let A E XI(W) such that R(I + hA) 3 D(A) for every 
0 < X < X, , and let x E D(A). If the initial-value problem (1.2) has a 
solution u(t), then u(t) is given by the exponential formula (1.6).l 
It may, however, happen that A satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem I but for no x E D(A) does the initial-value problem (1.2) 
have a solution (see [5]). 
Let A E d(w) such that 1p(I + hA) r) D(A) for 0 < h < A,, and 
let S(t) be the semigroup of type w associated with A through the 
exponential formula (1.6). We shall say that S(t) is generated by -A. 
In the present paper we deal with relations between the convergence 
of the generators and the convergence of the corresponding semi- 
groups (in the sense of Theorem I). For semigroups of linear operators, 
the results were obtained by Trotter [14] and Chernoff [4]. For 
semigroups of nonlinear operators in Hilbert spaces, the results are 
given in [l] (for w = 0) and [13] (f or w > 0). Some results of similar 
nature for general Banach spaces were obtained by Miyadera [9, lo] 
and Miyadera Oharu [I 11; most of them are included in our work. 
Section 2 is devoted to some preliminaries. The main results are 
given in Section 3 and Section 4 is devoted to some applications. 
1 This result is stated in [2] for w = 0, but the proof is carried cwer easily to the 
case where o > 0. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A E d(w) and let h be real, JA will denote the set (I + X/l-l 
and Dn = D( Jh) its domain. The first lemma collects some elementary 
facts about the sets JA and the sets A,, defined by A, = X-‘(I - JA). 
LmmA 2.1. Let A E G!‘(W), h > 0 such that hw < 1, then 
(i) JA is a function and for x, y E DA 
I JP - JAY I d (1 - Awl-l I x -Y I (2.1) 
(ii) A, is a function and, for x E D, n D(A), 
I & I < (1 - Xw)-l II Ax II (2-4 
and (iii) If x E D, , X > 0, and p > 0, then (p/h)x + (1 - p/h) JAx E D, 
1~ = I, (; x + (1 - ;) 1~). (2.3) 
For a proof of Lemma 2.1, see [5] or [7]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let C C X be closed and convex and let T : C -+ C be 
lipschitz with constant cy 3 1, then 
(i) (I + X(1 - T))-l exists for 0 < h < (a - 1)-r and 
(I + h(I - T))-l : C --+ C. 
(ii) p-l(I - T) is Zipschitz and p-l(I - T) E &(p-l(~l - 1)) for 
p > 0. 
Proof. (i) Let x E C and define 
G(Y) =+++Y, 
then G(y) is a strict contraction and G : C + C. Therefore, G has a 
unique fixed point y E C. Thus (I + h(1 - T))-l is defined on C and 
maps C into C. 
(ii) It is clear that p-l(I - T) is lipschitz since T is lipschitz. 
Also 
x1 + a (I - T) x1 - x* - ” (I - 2”) x2 
~(l+~)lx~-~~,r~l~x~-~*~,.(l-$(~-l))~~~-~~~, 
and, therefore, p-l(I - T) E &(~-‘(a - 1)). 
580/9/1-s 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let T be lipschitz with constant OL > 1 mapping a closed 
convex subset C C X into itself; then T - I generates a semigroup S(t) 
of type 01 - 1 on C and 
1 S(m) x - Tmx 1 < c&Frr--l){m2(a, - 1)2 + m(a: - 1) + m}* I(1 - T)x 1 
for every x E C. 
(2.4) 
For a proof of Lemma 2.3, see Miyadera-Oharu [ll, Appendix]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A E d(w) satisfying R(I + hA) 3 D(A) (the strong 
closure of D(A)) for all 0 < h ( h, . Let S(t) be the semigroupgenerated 
by -A (see Theorem I) then, for every x E D(A), 
1 S(t) x - Jy,,x 1 < 2tnt 11 Ax 11 *exp(4wt) (2.5) 
( S(t) x - S(T) x I < 1 t - T j 11 Ax I/ . [exp(2w(t + r)) + exp(4wt)l. (2.6) 
The proof of this lemma is contained in the proof of Theorem I of 
[5]; see, in particular, formulas (1.10) and (1.11). 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We start with an extension of a theorem of Trotter [14]; see also 
[15, Chapt. 1X.121. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let AD E yc9(wp), A E &‘(a~) such that 
R(I + A&) 3 q/P), R(I + AA) 3 D(A) 
for every 0 < h < h, . Let S(t) and S(t) be the semigroups generated by 
-AD and -A, respectively. If, 
(i) 0 < up, w ,< a < co, 
(ii) 1,i J,@ = Jhx for every x E D and 0 < h < h, , where 
D = f-L>0 WP) n WA), 
then 
(iii) l$~ 9( t)x = S(t) x or every x E D and the limit is unzform on f 
bounded t intervals. 
Proof. Since AAll = h-l(.Z - J ) ,q , we have AAox --+ A,x for every 
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x E B as p ---f 0. Let x E D, 0 < X < 112~1, then there exists a pa 
depending on x and h such that 
I A,l”x I < I 4x I + 1 < 2 II Ax II + 1 for 0 < p < p. 
(see Lemma 2.1, (ii)). Consider 
1 S’(t) x - S(t) x 1 < 1 S’(t) JA”x - S(t) x / + ewpt 1 Jn”x - x 1 (3.1) 
I SD(t) JAQ - S(t) x I G I wo JnPx - U$n)“JiX I 
(3.2) 
+ IuLJ”Ihp~ - CElnY x I 
+ I~Jb)” - J&lx I + I JLP - w x I. 
Using Lemma 2.4, we obtain 
1 S(t) JApx - (&Jn JAox 1 < 2tn-+ I/ APJApx // e%+ 
< 2tn-*e4at I A,,ox I < 2tn-+e4dt(2 I/ Ax /I + 1) (3.3) 
and 
1 Jy,,x - S(t) x I < 2tn-t // Ax /I e4at. (3.4) 
Since (by Lemma 2.1, (i)) Jf,% has the lipschitz constant 
(1 - w&t/n))-l, we have 
K&J JA’X - (J&Jn x I < (1 - “P +)-” I JA”X - x I 
< (eat + 1)l Jnpx - x I 
provided that n >, n, . Finally, 
(3.5) 
1 JAox - x 1 = X 1 AA% I < h(2 (IAx (/ + 1). (3.6) 
Combining the inequalities (3.1)-(3.6) and assuming that 0 < t < T, 
we obtain 
1 So(t) x - S(t) x 1 < 2Tn-te4aT(3 I/ Ax (I + 1) 
+ YeaT + 1X2 II Ax II + 1) + lU$Jn x - J&x I. 
Given E > 0, we first fix 0 < X < l/201 such that 
(3.7) 
A(ewT + I)(2 II Ax II + 1) < ; . 
Then we fix n 3 n, such that 2Tn-1/2e4aT(3 II Ax II + 1) < c/3 and, 
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finally, we choose p < pO such that J(fi,Jn x - JQnx I < 43. Thus 
for every x E I), So(t) x 4 S(t)%. To prove that this limit is uniform in 
t E [0, 7’1, we use Lemma 2.4 and obtain 
+ 2e4aT(Il ADJhpx II + II Ax II)1 t - T j + ezT / x - Jhox I 
< 1 S’(T) x - S(T) x 1 + 2e4aT(3 IlAx I/ + 1)jt - G- 1 + 2eaT I x - jA”x / 
< 1 P(T) x - S(T) x / 
$- 2e4*‘(3 /I Ax/j + I)1 t - T I + 2ebT . h(2 I/ Ax jl + I). (3.8) 
Hence for every E > 0 there exists p,, > 0 depending on x and E 
such that 
1 S(t) x - P(t) x j < / S(T) x - &P(T) x I + E I t - 7 1 + E 
for 0 < p < pO, (3.9) 
where C = 2e4nT(3 // Ax 11 + I). This implies the uniform convergence 
of Sp(t)x to S(t)x for t E [0, T] and x E D. Finally, since 
and 
I s(t) x - s(t) y I < eaT I x - y I 
1 SO(t) x - P(t) y 1 < eaT 1 x - y I, 
the result is true for every x E D and the proof is complete. 
Our second theorem extends a result due to Chernoff [4] in the 
linear case and to Brezis and Pazy [l] for the nonlinear Hilbert space 
case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {T(p)},,, be a family of mappings from a closed 
convex subset C of X into itself. Let A E d(w) such that D(A) = C and 
R(I + Ah) 3 D(A). Let S(t) be the semigroup generated by -A and 
assume that 
Iw)x--(P)Yl GM(P)lx-Yl vx, y E c, P>O 
with 
(i) M(p) = 1 + up + o(p) as p --t 0 
(ii) JApx = (I + (h/p)(l - T(p)))-lx -+ Lx for every x E D(A) 
and0 <h < h,; 
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then 
t+. T + n x = S(t) x 
( 1 
for every x E D(A) (3.10) 
and the limit is uniform on bounded t intervals. 
Proof. Let AD = p-l(I - T(p)). Then D(Ao) = D(Ao) = C, 
and by Lemma 2.2 R(I + XAP) II D(Ao) for 0 < h < A, and 
A0 E JzQ-~(M(~) - 1)). W e d enote by 9(t) the semigroup generated 
by --AD. By assumption (i) we have p-l(M(p) - 1) = w + o(1). 
Thus for p < pO, p-l(M(p) - 1) < w + E. By assumption (ii), we 
have Jnpx -+ JAx for every x E D(A) and 0 < h < A,, and, therefore, 
by Theorem 3.1, 
tez S(t) x = S(t) x for every x E D(A) (3.11) 
and the limit is uniform on [0, T]. Now, 
where 
(3.12) 
K(p, n) = encM(+l) + Mu. 
Let s(t) be the semigroup generated by T(p) - I; then So(pt) = so(t). 
Using Lemma 2.3 we have 
I WV) J/x - TbP JG I = I &n) JD - T(p)” JCX I 
< H(P, 4 ADJArrx I < X-Wp, 4 x - J# I, (3.13) 
where 
H(p, n) = ~(f)nen(M(,)-1)[n2(M(P) - 1)” + n(M(p) - 1) + n]+ * p. 
Combining (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain 
I SD(v) x - T(pjm x I < W(p, 4 + h-lH(p, n)>l x - JD I. (3.14) 
Let x E D(A) and 0 < X < 1/2w; then substituting p = t/n into (3.14) 
yields 
1 St’“(t) x - T ($)” x 1 < (K (f , n) + A-lH ($ , B)) I x - J;‘“x I 
~(~(~,~)+~-1~(~,~))[2~ll~~II+lJ~~- J;‘%I] 
-2~~(~,~)lI~~ll+2ff(~,~)Ii~xll 
+ (K ($ , n) + klH ($ , n)) I Jp - J;‘“x I (3.15) 
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From our assumption (i) it follows that M(t/n)% and n(2M(t/n) - 1) 
are uniformly bounded as n + + GO and t < T. Therefore, 
K(t/n, n) < C, and II(t/n, rz) < C,n-1/z and 
/I W”(t) x - T (i)” x 1 < 2hC, I/ Ax Ij + 2C,n-+ /I Ax 11 
+ (C, + C,h-%.-+)I J,x - J;ln xl. 
(3.16) 
Finally, for x E D(A), we have 
/ S(t) x - T (G)’ x 1 < 1 S(t) x - Stln(t)x 1 + 2K, jj Ax j/ + 2C,n-* II Ax 11 
+ (Cl + CzA-4-*)I J,x - J;lnx I. (3.17) 
Given E > 0, we first choose h so that 2X, ]I Ax 11 < e/2, and then 
choose n so large that the sum of all the other terms is less than e/2. 
Thus T(t/n)% x --+ S(t)x for x E D(A) uniformly in t E [0, T]. Since 
Is(Qx-qt)YI <@Ix-Y1 
and 
where C, is independent of n, the result is true for every x E D(A). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We start this section by showing that Trotter’s theorem for the 
convergence of semigroups of linear operators is a direct consequence 
of Theorem 3.1. For simplicity, we treat only the case w = wP = 0. 
THEOREM (Trotter). Let SD(t) be a semigroup of contractions for 
p > 0 with generator -AD. Suppose that for some A,, > 0, lim,,, &x 
exists for every x E X and denote the limit by JAOx. If R( JA,) = X, then 
there exists a semigroup of contractions S(t) with generator -A such that 
Jp = (I+ A,&1 x and Sp(t)x --+ S(t)x as p --f 0 uniformly on 
bounded intervals. 
Proof. From the theory of semigroups of linear operators it is well 
known (see, e.g., [6]) that AD are densely defined closed linear 
operators. Moreover, R(I + ~AP) = X for every h > 0. It is not 
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difficult to show that J,,ox converges as p -+ 0 for every X > 0 and 
x E X (see [15, 1X.121). Let A(h) = {[JAx, h-l(x - J,+)] : x E X}. 
Then, using the resolvent formula (2.3), one proves that A(h) is 
independent of X and is accretive. Let A be the closure in X x X of 
A(h); then A is accretive, R(I + XA) = X, and JA,x = (I + &A)-l x. 
Therefore, -A generates a semigroup s(t) by Theorem I, and 
S(t)x -+ S(t)x by Theorem 3.1. 
Note that if A is linear, then S(t)x defined by Theorem I is 
differentiable for every t > 0 and x E D(A) and satisfies the initial- 
value problem (1.2). Thus in the linear case there is no difference 
whether the semigroup A’(t) is related to its generator through 
Theorem I or through the initial-value problem (1.2). 
Our next result shows that under certain restrictions, the conver- 
gence of ADx to Ax in some sense implies the convergence of JAox 
to JAx. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) Let A E d(w) be single valued and satisfy 
R(I + hA) 3 D(A)for 0 < h < l/w. Then A E M’(W) (2 is the closure 
in X x X of A) and R(I + XA) 3 o(A) = D(A). 
(ii) Let A0 E &(w,,) be single valued and satisfy 
If &+‘) 1 D(A), 0 < up, w < CY. < co and APX + Ax for every 
x E D(A), then 
lii JhOX = TAX 
-- 
for every x E D(A), (4.1) 
where I,, = (I + hA)-1. 
Pyoof. (i) &rly, D(A) C D(A) C D(A), and therefore D(B) = 
D(A). Let f E D(A) C R(I + hA) and let f, = x, + AAx, such that 
fn + f. Since A E d(w), we have 
Ifn -fm I = I xn - x, + &4x, - Ax,)1 2 (1 - hw)[ x, - x,, 1. 
Therefore, if 0 < h < l/w, then x,, --t x. Hence, 
Ax, = A-l(fn - x,) + A-l(f - x), 
x E D(A) and A-l(f - x) E 22 which is equivalent to 
;e;;c + L!ix E R(I + AA). 
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(ii) Using the assumption AD E &(w,) at the point JA~x and 
u E D(A), we have 
1 x - (u + hA%)l 3 (1 - hw,)j JA% - U 1 for O<h<i. 
Thus 
and 
5 I JfX - .h I < I JAX - u I + (1 - ha)-1 I x - (U + hAu)l VU E D(A). 
-- 
Since h-l(x - J,+) E A(JAl,x), th ere is (by the definition of A) a sequence 
U, E D(A) such that u, -+ I,+ and Au, + X-l(x - J,+). Hence, 
As a direct consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A E S?(O) be single valued satisfying 
R(I + hA) 3 D(A); th en -Agenerates a semigroup of type w on D(A). 
Let A0 E &(w,) b e single valued and satisfying R(I + AAp) 3 D(AD) 
and let S’(t) be the semigroup of type w, generated by -Ao. If 
(9 0 < w, , w < cy < 00, D(Ao) 3 D(A) for every p > 0. 
(ii) A~X -+ Ax for every x E D(A), 
then 
h-i A!++) x = S(t) x for every x E D(A) 
and the limit is uniform on bounded t intervals. 
Remark. Corollary 4.2 is an extension of the main result of [lo]. 
Theorem 1 of [lo] follows directly from Corollary 4.2, assuming 
D(A) = X, for any reflexive Banach space, since in a reflexive 
Banach space S(t)x given by Theorem I is differentiable a.e. in t for 
every x E D(A). The assumption that X* is uniformly convex, 
assumed in Theorem 1 of [lo], can, therefore, be replaced by X 
reflexive. Corollary 4.2 also extends Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 of [9]. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.1, we have 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let T(t) be Zipschitz with constant M(t) mapping 
a closed convex subset C of X into itself. Let A E d(w) be single valued 
such that D(A) = C and R(I + XA) 3 D(A). Then -A generates a 
semigroup of type w on C. If 
(i) M(t) = 1 + wt + o(t) as t --f 0, 
(ii) t-l(x - T(t)x) -+ Ax as t -+ Ofor every x E D(A), then 
liia T (+)” x = S(t) x for every x E D(A) 
and the limit is uniform on bounded t intervals. 
Remark. Corollary 4.3 is an extension of Theorem 1 of [l 11. 
Assuming C = X, we obtain a generalization of Theorem 1 of [ll]. 
It follows that the assumption that X* is uniformly convex, assumed 
in this theorem, is superfluous and it is sufficient to assume that X is 
reflexive in order to obtain exactly the same results. 
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